Rapid advances in DNA sequencing promise to enable new diagnostics and individualized therapies. Achieving personalized medicine, however, will require extensive research on highly reidentifiable, integrated datasets of genomic and health information. To assist with this, participants in the Personal Genome Project choose to forgo privacy via our institutional review boardapproved "open consent" process. The contribution of public data and samples facilitates both scientific discovery and standardization of methods. We present our findings after enrollment of more than 1,800 participants, including whole-genome sequencing of 10 pilot participant genomes (the PGP-10). We introduce the GenomeEnvironment-Trait Evidence (GET-Evidence) system. This tool automatically processes genomes and prioritizes both published and novel variants for interpretation. In the process of reviewing the presumed healthy PGP-10 genomes, we find numerous literature references implying serious disease. Although it is sometimes impossible to rule out a late-onset effect, stringent evidence requirements can address the high rate of incidental findings. To that end we develop a peer production system for recording and organizing variant evaluations according to standard evidence guidelines, creating a public forum for reaching consensus on interpretation of clinically relevant variants. Genome analysis becomes a two-step process: using a prioritized list to record variant evaluations, then automatically sorting reviewed variants using these annotations. Genome data, health and trait information, participant samples, and variant interpretations are all shared in the public domainwe invite others to review our results using our participant samples and contribute to our interpretations. We offer our public resource and methods to further personalized medical research.
Rapid advances in DNA sequencing promise to enable new diagnostics and individualized therapies. Achieving personalized medicine, however, will require extensive research on highly reidentifiable, integrated datasets of genomic and health information.
To assist with this, participants in the Personal Genome Project choose to forgo privacy via our institutional review boardapproved "open consent" process. The contribution of public data and samples facilitates both scientific discovery and standardization of methods. We present our findings after enrollment of more than 1,800 participants, including whole-genome sequencing of 10 pilot participant genomes (the PGP-10). We introduce the GenomeEnvironment-Trait Evidence (GET-Evidence) system. This tool automatically processes genomes and prioritizes both published and novel variants for interpretation. In the process of reviewing the presumed healthy PGP-10 genomes, we find numerous literature references implying serious disease. Although it is sometimes impossible to rule out a late-onset effect, stringent evidence requirements can address the high rate of incidental findings. To that end we develop a peer production system for recording and organizing variant evaluations according to standard evidence guidelines, creating a public forum for reaching consensus on interpretation of clinically relevant variants. Genome analysis becomes a two-step process: using a prioritized list to record variant evaluations, then automatically sorting reviewed variants using these annotations. Genome data, health and trait information, participant samples, and variant interpretations are all shared in the public domainwe invite others to review our results using our participant samples and contribute to our interpretations. We offer our public resource and methods to further personalized medical research.
genome interpretation | genomic medicine | human genetics A s whole genome DNA sequencing costs plummet below the cost of standard diagnostic genetic testing, personal genomes promise dramatic changes for science, medicine, and society. A genome sequence can be a clinical diagnostic that lasts a lifetime, and personal genomes for every individual are likely to become standard components of health care. We now face challenging questions: How do we interpret genome data? Can we and should we regulate access to personal genetic data and/or interpretations? Can whole-genome data truly be considered anonymizable-even if not combined with other personal data? How strictly should a promise of privacy made to research subjects limit our ability to scientifically share their data with other researchers? The fact that combined genetic and phenotype data are so personal and reidentifiable creates a tension between standard commitments ensuring research subject privacy and the scientific need for verification and reproducibility of research findings (1).
The Personal Genome Project (PGP) explores one solution to these issues in its creation of a public resource where participants acknowledge and agree to the potential risk of reidentification. This public resource not only shares genome data publicly but brings these together with publicly shared phenotype information, genetic interpretations, and cell lines; such integrated data means the PGP can provide common ground for many types of genome research. Sharing reidentifiable data requires new instruments for informed consent, as participants explicitly waive their expectation of privacy to make personal biological and health information public (2) . This process, now called "open consent" (3) , places a high value on the autonomy of individuals and on their ability to give open-ended consent for unknown risks. Our informed consent materials extensively discuss both risks associated with loss of privacy and the limited options for restoring privacy once data and cell lines are made public.
Although our goal is to have the broadest possible participation in the PGP, because of the novel nature of the risks and research the Committee on Human Studies (Boston, MA) encouraged us to initially enroll individuals with a master's-level degree or equivalent training in genetics. The "PGP-10" pilot group was chosen in 2006 from 10 such individuals who volunteered for the project. These individuals have chosen to publicly associate their names with their PGP accounts-participants may voluntarily self-identify in this way, but this is not required. Samples from these 10 individuals have since been used to pilot a variety of technologies within our groups and others, including whole-genome sequencing, induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cell line generation and genome engineering, allelespecific expression profiling, epigenetic profiling, and microbiome profiling (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) . These data go beyond the genome sequence itself to create additional layers of information that move into the realm of associated environmental and trait profiling.
Beyond generating an initial public resource of linked genotype and phenotype data, a key goal of our pilot was to develop and prototype methods for interpreting genome information and making these interpretations public. Early versions of our methods have already been used by other groups in their own genome research and interpretations (9, (12) (13) (14) . Unlike many published genome interpretation efforts, which have focused on discovery of novel pathogenic variants in patients with genetic disease (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) , this pilot focuses on 10 individuals not believed to have such diseases. As cohorts with heritable medical conditions join the PGP, our research will extend to disease-focused interpretations. Nevertheless, interpretation methods for individuals not suspected of having genetic disease will be essential for integrating genome data into clinical practice as genome sequencing becomes increasingly routine.
Results
More than 1,000 Participants Enrolled Through Open Consent with Public Health Records. The PGP has piloted the use of an open consent format for collection of combined genome and phenotype data, allowing data to be shared publicly. PGP participants must understand and agree to the following: (i) any genome and health record data provided to us could be included in an openaccess public database, (ii) no guarantees are made regarding anonymity, privacy, and confidentiality, (iii) participation may involve a risk of harm or privacy loss to themselves and their relatives, (iv) participation does not promise to benefit participants in any tangible way, and (v) withdrawal from the study is possible at any time, but complete removal of data that have been available in the public domain may not be possible. This process of making data public means that results are also returned to participants, and an ongoing relationship with these participants is maintained to monitor outcomes of participation prospectively.
On the basis of our experiences with the PGP-10, we created an enrollment system for volunteers that ensures they understand the risks entailed (Fig. 1) . Volunteers are provided with a study guide to inform them of genetic concepts and privacy risks and are required to pass an entrance examination testing their understanding of human subjects research, PGP protocols, and basic genetics. Of volunteers meeting minimum eligibility criteria, 44% drop out at this step; 87% of those who successfully complete the examination go on to sign the full consent form and enroll in the project (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 ).
The examination and consent form are completed through an Internet-based system and are electronically signed by volunteers; more than 1,800 participants have enrolled through this process as of May 2012. Because participants are a self-selected group, they are not representative of the general population (SI Appendix , Fig. S2) ; however, we may prioritize participants from underrepresented groups or who have particular traits and/or familial relationships to other participants. Participants are able to extend their profiles with a variety of personal data, including self-collected genetic data, listing enrolled relatives, health records and trait information, and answers to trait and ancestry surveys. These data are made publicly available immediately. As of May 2012, more than 1,000 participants have imported electronic health record data. In addition, as of May 2012, more than 800 participants have DNA samples derived from blood or saliva. These health record data and DNA samples represent the seed of a public resource integrating phenotype data with genotype data and include both common and rare diseases (phenotype data in SI Appendix, Dataset S1).
PGP-10 Pilot Cell Lines and Genome Sequence Data. To enable follow-up functional studies and genome sequence confirmation by third parties, cell lines are established for PGP participants and shared publicly alongside whole-genome data. Fibroblast and EBV-transformed lymphocyte cell lines were established with samples collected from the PGP-10 pilot cohort and have been made available through Coriell Cell Repositories (SI Appendix, Table S1 ). The PGP-10 genome data were produced using DNA purified from these cell lines, sequenced by Complete Genomics, Inc. (CGI) using their 2.0 pipeline (software version 2.0.1.5, matched against the build 37 reference genome). These genome data files have been shared publicly via our site (http://www. personalgenomes.org/data/PGP12.05/).
In addition to calling variants, CGI's genome files report which regions of the genome are confidently called as matching reference and which are "no-call" gaps that are insufficiently covered (and therefore not called as either variant or reference). Using these data, we are able to assess what fraction of the genome has been successfully genotyped. On average, 96.5% of assembled reference genome positions were called homozygously in the CGI var files for the PGP-10 (SI Appendix, Table  S2 ). Coverage is subject to systematic biases: positions called in one genome are much more likely to have been called in the other nine genomes (SI Appendix, Fig. S3 ). A position called in any given genome has a 92% chance of also being called in the other nine genomes, whereas a position not covered in that genome only has a 12% chance of being covered in all of the other nine.
The high quality of our pilot data is evident from analysis of several genomes derived from the same individual. PGP1 genomes were produced using DNA from three different cell lines: EBVtransformed lymphocytes, fibroblasts, and fibroblast-derived iPS cells. We use these data to assess overlap in variant calls because the underlying DNA sequences are expected to be mostly identical. When analysis is limited to positions explicitly called reference or variant in all three genomes (2,993,691 variant positions, 2.65 Gb total), 98.5% of variant positions are shared in all three genomes ( Fig. 2A) In total, 3,815,237 different variant positions were reported in the three genomes, 77% of which were called in all three (Fig.  2B ). When these diagrams are constructed separately by variant type, we find that more complex length-changing variant calls also have high consistency, with 99.0% of such variants in a given genome called as variant by at least two out of three (SI Appendix, Fig. S4 ). In Fig. 2B , most positions where variant calls do not match are due to differences in coverage or base call quality that result in a "no-call" in one or more of the three sequences, as opposed to actual inconsistency in the variant vs. reference calls. This demonstrates the importance of respecting the logical inequivalence between the predicates "is not called as variant" and "is called as reference" and the need for correspondingly precise bookkeeping, possibly through the use of three or four valued logics (20, 21) .
All of the PGP-10 had genome data produced from EBVtransformed lymphocyte cell lines, and these are used in all remaining genome analyses. Because the cost difference between exomes and whole genomes is already small, and may eventually vanish entirely, we preferred whole-genome sequencing over targeted approaches. On average these genomes have 3.2 million substitution variant calls relative to the build 37 reference genome and 300,000 short length-changing variants (SI Appendix, Table S2 ). Each individual has on average 8,250 single base substitution variants predicted to be nonsynonymous in a canonical transcript from University of California, Santa Cruz Known Genes (Table 1 ) (22) . Of these, almost all (99.97%) are found in either dbSNP (build 132) or Exome Variant Server data (ESP5400) (23, 24) . Notably, this novel variant rate (0.03%) is lower than the rate of random error we would predict on the basis of PGP1 genome comparisons ( Fig. 2 and SI Appendix, Fig.  S4 ); this may be due to increased accuracy in coding regions or due to common errors shared by both our data and other databases.
Genome variant statistics can vary depending on a given genome's coverage and the stringency used to identify variations, but our data are generally similar to whole-genome sequencing numbers reported elsewhere. Our counts for the number of missense variants in a single individual are somewhat lower than in other publications: this may be due to differences in coverage, stringency in variant calls, or the transcript annotations used for predictions (25, 26) . MacArthur et al. (27) reported, on average, 304 nonsense and frameshift variants per individual with European ancestry (compared with our average of 166); their count was reduced to 64 after filtering to increase both variant confidence A B and likelihood of functional effect (i.e., not terminal or rescued by splice variants; this latter filtering was not performed by us).
Prioritization of Variants with Potential Clinical Relevance.
Creating public methods for genome interpretation and returning interpreted results to participants are core goals of the PGP. Our system facilitates interpretation of whole-genome data by prioritizing variants for review. Preliminary versions of the system have been used in previous publications (9, (12) (13) (14) . Here we apply the system to our pilot PGP-10 genomes.
To assist discovery of variants with potential phenotypic effects, potential amino acid changes are predicted for all variants occurring within gene coding regions. Variants are then matched against a variety of publicly available datasets: allele frequency data from 1,000 Genomes Project and Exome Variant Server data (24, 28), Polyphen 2 predictions (29), Human Genome Epidemiology Network (HuGENet) (30) , Pharmacogenetics Knowledge Base (PharmGKB) (31), GeneTests (32) , and Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) (33) . After processing, there are many variants that potentially have clinically important consequences (Table 1) . On average 635 variants are predicted as "probably damaging" by Polyphen 2, and another 166 are predicted to be severely disruptive nonsense or frameshift variants. When matching variants against our imported databases, each genome on average was found to have 1,815 variants with dbSNP IDs matched to a PharmGKB or HuGENet entry, 45 nonsynonymous variants matched to an OMIM entry, and 835 nonsynonymous variants occurring within genes that have clinical testing available (GeneTests). In total, these variants represented thousands of locations of potential significance when searching a presumed-healthy genome for clinically significant findings.
More complete evaluation of these variants requires incorporating information from the literature, but there are too many variants to do this comprehensively; variant interpretation is inefficient because automatic literature interpretation is computationally refractory-literature analysis requires human attention. To address this, we sought to prioritize variants for review. Review prioritization is implemented through an automatic "prioritization score" heuristic that uses these data to score variants in three categories: computational information, published gene-specific information, and published variantspecific information (SI Appendix, Table S3 ). Each category assigns up to two points, for a total of up to six points for a given variant. On average we found that each of the PGP-10 genomes had 29 variants with prioritization scores of 4 or more, and 131 variants with scores of 3 or more. Because our system accumulates data (see below), the burden of variant review drops dramatically when evaluations from prior genome interpretations can be reused: after 64 genomes we find that there are on average only 8 variants with a prioritization score of 4 or more, and 44 with a score of 3 or more (Fig. 3) .
To test how well prioritization scores performed in prioritizing known disease-causing variants, we evaluated the prioritization scores that would be assigned to variants taken from a variety of disease-causing mutation databases (34-38) (lists downloaded September 2011). Although the findings reported in these databases may also be found in the databases used by our prioritization calculation (OMIM, Genetests, PharmGKB, and HuGENet), they are otherwise independent and are not themselves used in generating prioritization scores. We compared the prioritization scores assigned to variants from these databases with scores given to all nonsynonymous variants in PGP genomes (Fig. 4) . On average, 44.0% of variants from these disease databases had prioritization scores or 4 or more, and 90.2% had scores of 3 or more. In contrast, only 0.22% of nonsynonymous variants in the PGP-10 have scores of 4 or more, and 1.1% have scores of 3 or more.
We applied our prioritization score system to prioritize genetic variants within the PGP-10 genomes for review. Our analysis focused on the discovery of unexpected variants predicted to have clinically significant consequences with moderate or high penetrance, because these potentially actionable variants were seen as the most important to return. Using the prioritization scores and presence in databases to guide our review of rare variants, we found 10 variants predicted to cause notable traits or pathogenic effects with moderate or high penetrance (SI Appendix, Table S4 ) and 21 variants predicted to cause moderate or severe disease in a recessive manner (SI Appendix, Table S5 ).
Follow-Up of Findings in the PGP-10. In the course of our review of the PGP-10 variants we observed multiple instances in which literature reports suggested that highly penetrant pathogenic phenotypes were caused by, or associated with, variants in the PGP-10 genomes. We found that such reports must be carefully appraised. Although some of these can be discarded because of clear phenotype discordance or unusual allele frequencies, some variants are rare and predict severe late-onset disease: participants could have undetected early stages of possibly clinically serious conditions. Because the PGP-10 genome analyses were not driven by medical or family history, follow-up evaluation of such findings entails issues very similar to follow-up of "incidental" findings; this potentially leads participants to incur unnecessary medical procedures, risks, and costs (39) . However, after considerable discussion within the PGP team, we pursued additional communications and noninvasive clinical testing, with the thought that the public nature of our data and interpretations would inform researchers and clinicians who have similar findings in the future.
Focused follow-up was performed for one of the first variants found, MYL2-A13T in PGP6, which has been reported to cause familial hypertrophic cardiomyopathy in a dominant manner (40) (41) (42) (43) (44) . Because this disease is potentially lethal and because there were several publications supporting a pathogenic effect for the variant (SI Appendix, Fig. S5A ), we confirmed the presence of this variant in a Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments-approved laboratory and consulted with researchers at the Laboratory for Molecular Medicine (LMM). LMM's internal data contained an additional pedigree of hypertrophic cardiomyopathy involving this variant (SI Appendix, Fig. S5B ). Combined with published pedigrees the familial evidence is weak: both this pedigree and one of the published pedigrees each had one affected individual who was not a carrier of the MYL2-A13T variant, demonstrating that segregation of the variant was inconsistent with disease and significantly weakening the pathogenic hypothesis. We informed PGP6 of our findings, reviewed the literature with him, and recommended cardiac follow-up for a noninvasive, nonurgent, baseline echocardiogram-this echocardiogram proved to be normal. Because he seems to be unaffected and his parents had no medical history of cardiac disease, this rare variant could be interpreted as a false-positive finding. However, familial hypertrophic cardiomyopathy is known to have incomplete penetrance, and the participant reports maternal and paternal uncles with early cardiac disease-uncertainty remains regarding the effect of this variant. It remains possible that this participant will develop symptoms at some later date; because the PGP maintains ongoing relationships with participants, such health updates can be added to participant records.
Less intensive follow-up, in the form of self-reported personal and family medical history, was performed for other variants that had reported or predicted strong phenotype effects. In the case of SERPINA1 variants found in PGP1 (who is compound heterozygous for variants predicted to result in E366K and E288V substitutions), the participant would be predicted to have increased susceptibility to developing chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) in response to smoking-the participant has no history of smoking and no diagnosis of COPD. To minimize the influence of confirmation bias, the remaining findings were combined into a single questionnaire given to all participants, without any specific efforts to alert them to which variants came from which individual (SI Appendix, Table S6 ). As with other participant trait surveys, the results of this targeted questionnaire are now publicly associated with the participant profiles. None of the participants reported traits or family histories consistent with the potential findings.
The SCN5A-G615E variant predicted in PGP9 was of particular concern: although we assessed the published findings as lacking statistical significance, it is included in a commercial genetic test for Long-QT syndrome (which can cause sudden death) (45) . Subsequent to the survey, we contacted the participant (a 50-y-old woman) to notify her of our findings. In addition to no personal diagnosis of Long-QT syndrome and no family history of sudden death or Long-QT syndrome, she has had electrocardiogram tests performed in 2010 and 2012, with normal results.
On the whole, despite the presumed-healthy status of our 10 pilot participants, we found many apparently erroneous hypotheses in the literature whereby rare variants were predicted to have an inconsistent (and sometimes severe) phenotype. We also found that the process of genome interpretation involved a high amount of labor, much of which could potentially be reused in later genomes. These issues led us to extend our genome interpretation system to facilitate and record standardized variant evaluations with stringent evidence requirements.
Open Software for Variant Detection, Genome Reports, and Assisted Evaluation. Our Genome-Environment-Trait Evidence (GETEvidence) system records variant evaluations using a peer production system and is integrated with our automatic genome processing and variant prioritization. Variant interpretations can be recorded by editors, categorized, and scored according to strength of evidence and clinical effect, and relevant papers can be added using PubMed identifiers. GET-Evidence variant pages contain links to external data sources where available, including 4 . Assessment of prioritization scores using diseasespecific mutation databases. To demonstrate successful prioritization of variants with our prioritization score, we calculated the prioritization scores assigned to variant lists from a variety of disease-specific mutation databases: the Albinism Database (Albinism), the ALS Online Genetics Database (ALSOD), the Cardiogenomics Sarcomere Protein Gene Mutation Database (Cardiogen), the Connexins and Deafness Homepage (Cx-Deafness), and the Autosomal Dominant Polycystic Kidney Disease Mutation Database (PKDB). A variety of factors contribute to variation in performance for these lists: some diseases, for example, are more likely to be caused by severe frameshift or nonsense mutations (which we score highly), and some lists may include genes that are not yet used in clinical testing.
OMIM (33), GeneTests (32), dbSNP (23), PharmGKB (31), HuGENet (30), and PubMed (46).
GET-Evidence facilitates whole-genome interpretation by creating an interpretation pipeline that combines genome data processing, prioritization of variants for review, and recording of variant evaluations (Fig. 5A) . When a genome data file is uploaded, the genome analysis system calculates the prioritization scores for all variants in an uploaded genome and matches these variants against the existing database. Two major reports are provided: an "insufficiently evaluated variants" report and a "genome report" (Fig. 5 B and C, respectively) . The "genome report" lists all variants within the genome that have been sufficiently evaluated within GET-Evidence-variants initially seen here have likely been seen and evaluated in a genome previously analyzed through GET-Evidence. The "insufficiently evaluated variants" report contains all novel and unevaluated variants, sorted by prioritization score and accompanied by information that may guide evaluation (e.g., allele frequency, presence in databases, Polyphen 2 results, and number of article links added). Editors may then record or update evaluations of variants; once a variant is sufficiently evaluated, it is displayed within the genome report.
Variant evaluations record diverse information about variants that contribute to genome interpretation (Fig. 6 ). Editors can classify variants according to phenotypic effect (pathogenic, protective, pharmacogenetic, or benign) and inheritance pattern (dominant, recessive, or other). Papers may be added by using PubMed identifiers, creating new fields for entering case/control data and a field for adding notes regarding what evidence the paper has regarding the variant. To highlight important findings from a publication and to gather standardized information for later development of automatic interpretation, the abstracts of linked publications can be annotated through highlighting evidence features using the BioNotate platform (47) . Finally, to record the overall interpretation of the variant and any additional relevant information, short summary and longer summary sections provide regions for free text summary of the variant's effect and evidence.
In addition to these classifications and text summaries, GETEvidence uses a series of scored categories to facilitate automatic filtering and scoring of variants (SI Appendix, Table S7 ). These categories are divided into two major sections: (i): variant evidence scores, which assess how strongly various lines of evidence support the variant having a hypothesized effect, and (ii) clinical importance scores, which assess clinical aspects of the variant's hypothesized effect (Fig. 6) . Variant evidence scores and clinical importance scores are used to generate an overall assessment of evidence (uncertain, likely, or well-established) and clinical importance (low, moderate, or high) (SI Appendix, Tables S8 and S9) . Notably, variants are only considered "likely" or "well-established" if they meet minimum statistical significance requirements in either case/control or familial categories (described in SI Appendix, Table  S9 ). By segregating evidence from severity we are able to distinguish between a well-established variant with a weak pathogenic effect ("well-established pathogenic, low clinical importance") from a poorly understood but potentially severe variant ("uncertain pathogenic, high clinical importance").
After evaluating all variants in GET-Evidence, almost all variants we found with potentially strong phenotypic consequences were evaluated as "uncertain" (Table 2 and SI Appendix, Table S10 ). Although it is always possible that one or more of these variants does cause disease with incomplete penetrance or late onset, there are clearly some erroneous associations listed in Table 2 and SI Appendix, Table S4 . Introducing stringent evidence requirements for interpreting published data successfully addresses this issue with incidental findings. In addition, GET-Evidence's peer production model for variant evaluation assists genome interpretation by allowing the reuse of variant evaluations by later genome evaluations, thereby minimizing duplication of effort. By creating such a shared central resource for recording interpretations, GET-Evidence can act as a forum for building consensus on interpretation. The analysis system and variant interpretations, along with our public genome interpretations, are available at http://evidence.personalgenomes.org.
Discussion
With the advent of low-cost whole-genome sequencing and growing interest in personalized medicine, the research community is faced with the challenge of developing tools for interpreting genome data and using these data to inform lifestyle choices and clinical care in an effective manner. Doing so will require large, highly personal datasets: whole-genome data combined with health records, traits, and personal medical histories. Because such data are highly reidentifiable, building these datasets results in a tension between privacy protection and the desire to share and reuse data. The approach the PGP takes is a highly public option: enrolling participants who agree to the hypothetical and unknown risks associated with making personal biological data public through an open consent format. Our public resource enables the process of scientific discovery and clinical use of genomes. In addition, we share our open consent documents and methods to enable other researchers who wish to produce public data in their own research studies.
As part of these integrated public datasets, the PGP has also created a public software tool for genome interpretation and a public database of variant interpretations. Because these records are freely editable by any registered user, the database provides a forum for achieving a public consensus interpretation of genetic variants. Other groups may freely use the GET-Evidence system, and we encourage others to contribute their interpretations of genetic variants in the public database. These edits and other data within GET-Evidence are shared, in turn, as public domain under a CC0 waiver and may be used by academic and commercial genome interpretation efforts. Future development of the GET-Evidence system should move closer toward our goal of a richly interconnected dataset of genomes, environments, and traits. Planned improvements include coded phenotypes for genetic variants as well as participant health records, genome analysis for compound heterozygosity, splicing mutations, copy number variants, and tracking the biological and computational provenance of public data.
Our genome interpretation findings highlight one of the ethical issues raised when working toward clinical utilization of whole genomes: what should be done if potentially severe pathogenic mutations are found within whole-genome sequence data? Although stringent evidence guidelines help by classifying Fig. 6 . Sample GET-Evidence variant report. Variant report pages on GETEvidence allow editors to record and organize information relevant to variant interpretation. A scoring system is used for variant evidence and clinical importance categories to allow automatic sorting of interpreted variants. On the basis of the strong case/control evidence and high treatability and penetrance, this recessive pathogenic variant carried by PGP4 (listed in Table 2 ) was evaluated as well-established and high clinical importance. many findings as uncertain, effects could manifest later in life. Withholding information from patients is becoming less acceptable in clinical practice and may become less acceptable for research data as well. Continuing work with PGP participants will provide insights into how genome data may be integrated more generally into both research and clinical settings.
We maintain an ongoing relationship with participants to monitor the outcomes of publicly sharing personal data. Many participants are interested in making an ongoing contribution to science-as part of our study, we can invite participants to take part in additional research. Thus, subsets of participants may choose to contribute to disease-specific research and novel profiling methods (e.g., allele-specific expression, epigenetic, metabolomic, proteomic, or microbiome profiling). In addition, biobanked tissues and cell lines may be used by researchers for additional characterization, follow-up functional studies, and genome engineering. Each additional study benefits from all previous data for the same participant, building a furtherenriched dataset and contributing to the development of new personalized medical diagnostics and therapies. Currently approved for studying up to 100,000 participants, the PGP has the potential to be a widely used ongoing resource-a large, rich, public set of well-characterized individuals with extensive biological data and an ongoing interest in contributing to research.
Materials and Methods
SI Appendix, SI Materials and Methods provides full details of our enrollment process and open consent protocols. Additional details of Continuity of Care Record format health record data, cell lines, samples, genome sequencing, and quality assessment, as well as prioritization score assessment using disease-specific mutation databases, are also presented. Finally, we elaborate on the GET-Evidence data processing and editing platform; its development is facilitated through use of a shared computational and storage infrastructure (48) .
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Figure S1: PGP account status
In an analysis of accounts created through the Personal Genome Project website, 41% of users complete all enrollment steps to become fully enrolled participants. Of those that do not complete all steps, the largest fraction (37%) fail to complete and pass the entrance exam. The entrance exam asks participants to demonstrate an understanding of basic genetics concepts and of the risks and potential outcomes that may result from publicly donating genome data and tissue samples. These statistics were calculated from 1,138 user log records spanning December 2010 to December 2011.
Figure S2: Demographics of PGP participants
Because participation is self-selecting and occurs through an online enrollment mechanism, the demographics of PGP participants is expected to differ from the United States population (2010 census data). Based on self-reported survey data from over 1000 participants, (A) Males are overrepresented and females are underrepresented, (B) NonHispanic whites are over-represented and minority groups are underrepresented, (C) Younger ages are overrepresented and older ages are underrepresented.
Note: For US census data, Figure 2C reports the percentages of the population within the 21 and older age range, which are the ages eligible for PGP enrollment. This variant was initially reported in a study which implicated nonsynonymous variants in MYL2 and MYL3 (myosin essential and regulatory light chains) as causing HCM (1). The A13T variant was seen in one of four HCM cases with nonsynonymous variants in MYL2 in a screen of 399 unrelated cases. All four variants were reported to have strong evolutionary conservation. The association of this variant with HCM was later reported on in a case with two out of three affected siblings-the third sibling was initially thought to be a phenocopy due to concurrent obesity and hypertension (2) and then later suspected to have disease due to another variant identified in the MYH7 gene (3) . Functional studies also reported that the product of MYL2-A13T bound calcium significantly differently to wild-type (4) .
(B) To check for additional unpublished clinical data, we contacted all four laboratories in the United States (Harvard-Partners Laboratory for Molecular Medicine (LMM), Correlagen, GeneDx, PGxHealth) offering CLIAapproved diagnostic sequencing of MYL2 for cardiomyopathy. Only two had observed this variant. Correlagen reported finding the variant in one patient with HCM , though no further clinical or family history data was available. The LMM studied a family with two siblings and their father with HCM; the variant was found in only one of the two affected siblings (although the father was deceased in his early 40's from cardiomyopathy treated with heart transplant, the absence of the variant in the mother indicates that the father was likely positive). Another variant, MYBPC3 Glu619Lys, was initially considered causal in the other sibling, but their 79-year-old mother (who also carries this variant) had a normal echocardiogram.
Additionally, we noted that PGP6 is Ashekenazi Jewish (AJ). The LMM family is also AJ and, when contacted, P. Andersen reported that the Andersen/Hougs pedigree was AJ. This raises the possibility that the variant is a polymorphism within the AJ population. To test this we screened an AJ DNA panel and did not detect the variant in any of the 116 controls individuals we examined. * Participant reported traits after return of personal results reporting the genetic trait and putative associated phenotype. ** Although most reports for WFS1 involve it causing Wolfram syndrome in a recessive manner, this publication suggested that rare substitution variants in the gene carried heterozygously (including the one listed here) may be associated with increased risk for psychiatric disease. *** Although Ellis-van Creveld syndrome is generally recessive, this publication reported a father-daughter pair with symptoms similar to Ellis-van Creveld syndrome. Both were heterozygous for this variant, implying that it was acting in a dominant manner. All PGP10 reported "no".
* Variants are called "Rare" if only seen once in 64 PGP10 & public individuals (at least 100 chromosomes). ** Disruptive variants in this gene are reported to cause ichthyosis vulgaris in a recessive manner. Some literature implicates these genes in causing mild phenotypes (palmar hyperlinearity and keratosis pilaris) when heterozygous (see Table 2 ). 
low clinical importance
Any variants which do not meet the above requirements.
